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Kiss Across Tomorrow Siren-BookStrand
[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove
Collection: Erotic Romance, Contemporary,
Alternative, Romantic Suspense, MM, HEA]
Andrew - Over the last few months, I had watched
each of my bosses fall and love and start families of
their own, something I wanted more than I wanted
air. With one bad marriage behind me, I was
terrified to try again until Dalton texted the wrong
number and gave me the courage to reach for what
I wanted. Now, if I could save him from a
madman, I might have the chance at the happy
ever after I'd been dreaming about. Dalton - One
wrong number and my life was changed forever.
Andrew came into my life and opened my eyes to
the possibility that there was more out there than
dancing on a stage. I wasn't ashamed of the fact
that I was an exotic dancer. I worked hard, I wasn't
breaking any laws, and I made decent money. It
was just too bad someone else wanted to make
money off of me and didn't ask me first. If I can't
escape, the life I'd started to dream about was
going to disappear, just like me. Stormy Glenn is a
Siren-exclusive author.

The Tin Star Siren-BookStrand

When Plan A fails, turn to Man A. Thanks to
Collin Montes, Theta Alpha Gamma now
welcomes gay and bisexual students.
Persuading his Uncle Monty, president of the
TAG Alumni Association, that the open
approach won't adversely affect TAG's
reputation is Collin's own first step toward
coming out. As long as there are no
repercussions, he'll escape the closet by
graduation. Enter repercussions, stage left:
someone rigs the TAG House water heater to
launch through the ceiling, then plants a bomb —
thankfully unsuccessful — in the fraternity's
basement. Now Collin has his hands full not
only trying to convince his uncle that this might
not be the work of homophobes, but also
dealing with a fratful of brothers worried about
their kegger fridge. Paramedic Eric Dixon can't
stop thinking about the kid he met during a call
at his former college fraternity house. The age
gap between them is trumped by sexy eyes, so
when Eric sees Collin again at the bomb scene,
he pursues him. Soon, Eric is dreaming of being
a househusband, fighting to keep Collin safe
from whoever's trying to destroy the fraternity,
and helping his sweet young thang realize that
repercussions sometimes have silver linings.
Bear It All Siren-BookStrand
Build your English-speaking skills by
simply watching and listening. The
DVD shows speakers of English from
different regions talking about their
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families, their homes, what they do for
fun, and other everyday topics. These
chats are unscripted and unrehearsed,
so you'll hear how people in your
community really talk. The book
includes transcripts of the DVD
conversations, vocabulary words and
phrases, and skill-building questions at
the end of each chapter.

to stealing from them. The
consequences if he resists are lifethreatening. Billy has spent more
than one night healing after his
brother got pissed at him. The one
thing Billy can't do is allow
Rourke Blaecleah to be hurt. Billy
has loved Rourke for as long as he
can remember, even though he knows
it is wrong. The only way he can
Cowboy Up Dreamspinner Press
deal with it is to do everything in
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
his power to keep Clem away from
Romance, Alternative,
Rourke, and that means putting
Contemporary, Cowboy, MM] In
himself in harm's way more than
Cowboy Easy, Lachlan Blaecleah
once. When Rourke corners Billy one
never expected to find the love of night and kisses him, things come
his life in the middle of a street to a head. Rourke realizes that the
fight with two other men, but he
man he has been looking for all of
knew the moment he saw Asa Miller his life is right under his nose.
that he wanted to get to know the Billy finds that he might actually
man better. He jumps into the
be able to experience what loving
fight and becomes Asa's knight in Rourke is like in real life and not
slightly tarnished armor. Asa
just his fantasies. And both men
Miller is amazed by Lachlan every realize that what they have found
time he looks at him. He's a
together has put their lives in
walking, talking cowboy fantasy
danger because Clem is coming for
come to life, complete with hat
them, and he's not happy. Stormy
and boots. After being rescued by Glenn is a Siren-exclusive author.
him and taken home for a night of Lubirea Mai [Never Too Old to Live Again
debauchery at the hands of the
Siren Pub Incorporated
sexy cowboy, Asa isn't sure what
"Ed couldn't help it. In the days that
to do next. Should he stick around
followed, he couldn't get the new mailman
and get to know Lachlan and his
out of his mind. From the time he had
large family better or run from
broken up with Cathy Carroll after high
the feelings the man invokes in
school graduation and had devoted himself
him? Before Asa can make his
exclusively to the pursuit of those whose
choice, someone else steps in to
separate the two men, on a more
body parts matched his own, Ed had had
permanent basis. Asa has to decide an image in his mind, a full-blown mental
if what they have together is
picture of the perfect guy. That first day,
worth the heartache he feels when when the new mailman dropped a handful
he almost loses the man he loves. of bills into Ed's mailbox, Ed knew he had
Or should he guard his heart and
found him." Told with warmth, humor, and
lose his cowboy forever? In Cowboy
optimism, The Handyman's Dream is a
Keeper, Billy Thornton is a known
story for everyone who has ever had a
troublemaker. He's spent the
fantasy about the perfect mate. Ed
better part of his life doing
Stephens is a small town handyman. He
whatever his brother Clem wanted
also happens to be gay and lonely. Ed is
him to--from intimidating people
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practical enough to realize that finding a
the top ten most popular names in the
man in Porterfield, Indiana -- population
United States every year from 1880-2003 •
nine thousand -- is unlikely, so he's
Instruction on how to create believable
shocked and amazed when the man of his names that fit your characters and your
dreams suddenly begins delivering his mail story This comprehensive guide also
each day. Suspecting Fate has lent him a includes advice from a number of besthelping hand, Ed schemes to meet the
selling authors, including Elizabeth George,
mailman, Rick Benton -- hard-working and Alexander McCall Smith, Homer Hickam,
responsible -- who has moved to Porterfield Marian Keyes, Big Fish author Daniel
to lend a helping hand to his sister, a single Wallace, and others. You'll get the inside
parent. Rick, it turns out, is gay and lonely scoop on their naming methods, plus the
as well. When Ed and Rick meet the
stories behind the names of their most
attraction is spontaneous and mutual, and famous characters. So throw out your old
soon loneliness is forgotten in the joy of
telephone books and baby-naming
falling in love. As their relationship grows
guides—The Writer's Digest Character
and deepens, they find themselves dealing Naming Sourcebook meets all your naming
with the same situations every couple
needs!
faces: the reactions of friends and families, Nowhere Ranch Siren Publishing
job responsibilities, and whether their love [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
is a strong enough foundation for a longAlternative Cowboy Romance, M/M]
term relationship. Ed and Rick, though,
Billy Thornton is a known troublemaker.
have another problem to cope with as well He's spent the better part of his life
-- whether a small, Indiana town is the best
doing whatever his brother Clem
place for two men to build a life together in
wanted him to--from intimidating people
the early 1980's. With a soundtrack of
to stealing from them. The
timeless pop classics, the story of Ed and
Rick is a heart-warming journey from that consequences if he resists are lifethreatening. Billy has spent more than
special first kiss to the golden moment
one night healing after his brother got
when one couple realizes their love is
pissed at him. The one thing Billy can't
strong enough to endure any and all
do is allow Rourke Blaecleah to be hurt.
hardships.
Secret Desires [Tri-Omega Mates 1] Siren- Billy has loved Rourke for as long as he
BookStrand
can remember, even though he knows it
The Ultimate Guide to Choosing Character is wrong. The only way he can deal with
Names The Writer's Digest Character
it is to do everything in his power to
Naming Sourcebook is a one-of-a-kind
keep Clem away from Rourke, and that
resource specifically designed with the
means putting himself in harm's way
writer in mind. Inside you'll find: • 25,000+
more than once. When Rourke corners
first names and surnames, and their
Billy one night and kisses him, things
meanings, listed by origin • Names and
surnames from more than 45 countries • A come to a head. Rourke realizes that
reverse lookup of names by meaning • An the man he has been looking for all of
his life is right under his nose. Billy finds
alphabetical index of names • An
that he might actually be able to
explanation of naming practices and
historical context for each origin • A list of experience what loving Rourke is like in
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real life and not just his fantasies. And find somewhere that the memories of the
both men realize that what they have
man he loves don't haunt his every
found together has put their lives in
waking moment. Yancy Butler is
danger because Clem is coming for
overjoyed when the sexiest Blaecleah
them, and he's not happy. ** A Siren
brother shows up on his doorstep,
Erotic Romance
looking for a new life. He had given up
What I Saw and How I Lied National
hope of having anything with the man
Geographic Books
when he learned that Seamus loved
Desperation-Amanda's happy life was another. Now, Yancy is determined that
torn apart by her sister's death. She has he will be the man in Seamus's heart.
been sent from her Boston home to
Sheriff John Riley will do anything to
marry the man who caused her sister's protect the man he loves, even let
death. Alone and penniless, Amanda
Seamus believe he wants nothing to do
vows to do whatever it takes to gain her with him. But if he can discover who is
freedom and start a new life in the
threatening him and all those he cares
West. Davis Riley is the man fate leads about, he can bring Seamus home.
her to. The dark stranger is imposing
When betrayal comes at the hand of
and intimidating, even a little
someone close to them, Yancy,
dangerous, but he could be her last
Seamus, and John have to learn to put
chance for freedom. Little does Amanda their differences aside and work
know, his job is to deliver her into the
together if they want to stay alive. But in
hands of the man she hates. Duty-Davis doing so, will they learn to accept each
isn't used to being a nursemaid to some other or will their relationship just be one
city girl with no sense. It's not the kind of convenience? ** A Siren Erotic
of job a marshal ought to be doing. He Romance
The Handyman's Dream Pride
wasn't prepared for the little rich girl
#1 New York Times bestselling author
walking right up to him and practically
demanding he take her to bed. And he Christine Feehan plunges readers into the
wasn't prepared for how lovely she was. darkest recesses of the mind as a man and
He just has to deliver her to her fiance a woman discover the terrifying power—and
the forbidden passion—that could destroy
and he can be done with her-if she
them both in the first novel in the
would quit running away from him. And
GhostWalker series. The brainchild of
if he could stop thinking about how
renowned scientist Peter Whitney and his
good she would feel in his arms."
brilliant daughter, Lily, the GhostWalker
Sweet Young Thang Loose Id Llc
experiment was created to enhance the
[Menage Amour ManLove: Erotic
psychic abilities of an elite squadron,
Alternative Menage a Trois Romance, transforming their natural telekenetic
M/M/M, HEA] Seamus Blaecleah
powers into a unique military weapon. But
enjoyed one explosive kiss with Sheriff something has gone wrong... In the
John Riley and then the man refused to isolated underground, the men have been
dying, victims of bizarre accidents. Captain
talk with him. Devastated, Seamus
Ryland Miller knows he is next. When Dr.
decides to leave the family ranch and
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Whitney himself is murdered, Ryland has [Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn
only one person left to trust: the beautiful
ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative
Lily. Possessed of an uncanny sixth sense Paranormal Romance, M/M, shapeherself, Lily shares Ryland’s every new
shifter, werewolves, HEA] Chase Might
fear, every betrayal, every growing
was a man in trouble. On a mission for
suspicion, and every passionate beat of the
the protection agency he owned with his
heart. Together, they will be drawn deeper
brothers, he somehow found himself
into the labyrinth of her father’s past...and
shot and cornered in a deserted
closer to a secret that someone would kill to
warehouse by the third most powerful
keep hidden.

Improve Your English Siren Pub
Incorporated
Love will grow through the cracks you
leave open. Ranch hand Roe Davis
absolutely never mixes business with
pleasure-until he runs into his boss,
Travis Loving, at the only gay bar within
two hundred miles. Getting involved
with the ranch owner is a bad idea, but
Roe's and Travis's bedroom kinks line
up against one another like a pair of
custom-cut rails. As long as they're both
clear this is sex on the side, no
relationship, no interfering with the job,
they could make it work. Shut out by his
family years ago, Roe survived by
steadfastly refusing to settle into so
much as a post office box. As his affair
with Travis grows into more than just
sex, Roe's past catches up with him,
threatening the thin ray of happiness
he's found, reminding him it's well past
time he went on his way. But even a
loner gets lonely, and at this point,
there's nowhere left to run. The shame
and sorrow of what he's lost will stay
with Roe wherever he goes-until he's
ready to let love lead him home. This
novel has been previously published
and has been revised from its original
release.
Millionaire Voir Dire (Silver Spoons Inc.
4) Scholastic UK

man in the Dominguez drug cartel. To
make matters worse, a man claiming to
need his help in protecting his infant son
is also being hunted by the brutal drug
lord. Chase can ignore the instincts
screaming at him to protect the beautiful
man and escape with his life or he can
stay and fight a battle he has no chance
of winning. Was there really a choice?
Patrick O'Leary only wants to get his
son to safety. The man he married had
gone from the man of his dreams to the
monster in his nightmares. Patrick no
longer cares if he escapes. He doubts
he'll live through the next beating, but
he'll do anything in his power to ensure
the horror he has suffered for so very
long doesn't befall his son, even if that
means making a deal with a complete
stranger. Did he have any other choice?
** A Siren Erotic Romance Stormy
Glenn is a Siren-exclusive author.
Julian's Happy Place Siren-BookStrand
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
Historical Fantasy Romance, M/M, gods,
shape-shifters] Jarl Radulfr is a warrior, the
chieftain of his people. It is his duty to
protect and fight for them. But duty comes
at a price. Radulfr has no one to call his
own. When his clan is attacked, he accepts
a bride in a peace-pledge to avoid war with
a neighboring clan. He doesn't know until
he arrives that the bride he has come to
claim is a man. His betrothed is not what
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he expected, but Radulfr has sworn upon publisher and has been extensively revised
his honor to accept the peace-pledge. It
and expanded. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
doesn't hurt that Ein is pretty damn cute.
The Blaecleah Brothers Collection,
Radulfr decides to accept things as they
Volume 1 Siren-BookStrand
are and begins to take Ein home. But there For Pestilence, the White Horseman,
are those that don't want them to reach
love becomes the most powerful cure.
home-gods, mercenaries, and the man who Having lost his wife and child during the
started the war in the first place. Radulfr
Black Death, Pestilence accepts the
and Ein will have to use all of their wits, and
fate destiny has given him as one of the
the growing bond between them, to keep
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. For
themselves alive because gifts from the
centuries, Pestilence did his job,
gods come at a price. ** A Siren Erotic
spreading plagues and disease around
Romance
the world. He does it to keep the
Cowboy Courage [Blaecleah Brothers 4]
balance between good and evil, yet he
Siren Publishing
[Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic hates every minute of it. He longs to be
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,
left alone, but suddenly fate seems to
shape-shifters, HEA] Being in the wrong
have a different plan for him. When Bart
place at the wrong time is not always a bad Winston stumbles into an Amazon
thing... Noah Anderson is odd and he
clearing, he's terribly ill and sure he's
knows it. He has a strong obsessive
going to die. A tall white-haired man
compulsive disorder that keeps him
with unusual black eyes catches him in
organized but distances him from the world
his arms and Bart's life takes a turn into
around him. He doesn't have any friends,
the unbelievable. Blaming the whole
family, or even a lover. He's never had a
lover. When he finds himself in the wrong situation on his illness might have
place at the right time, Noah discovers that worked, but as he gets better and
learns about the strange man who heals
the dangers posed by having sex for the
first time pale in comparison to having sex him, Bart must accept there are more
things in the world than he ever
with the assassin that comes to kill him,
even if it means his life. Gage Tynan is a
guessed. Pestilence and Bart heal each
killer. It's what he's always been. And he
other, and begin to wonder if there can
excelled at his job until he jumped into the be a future for the White Horseman and
car of a passing motorist when his latest
the mortal he's fallen in love with.
mission goes wrong. The man driving is so Chase [Men of Might 1] McGraw Hill
odd that Gage suspects he might have
Professional
been sent to harm him. Gage has no idea [Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative
that the little man that asks him to take his Cowboy Romance, M/M, sex toys]
cat will change his life in ways he has no
Benjamin Brody and Neason Blaecleah
clue of. Gage is dragged into a world of
shared one special night together then
shifters and exiled kings, one where his
went their separate ways, both afraid of
strength will be called upon to keep Noah what they wanted from the other and
safe from the pride soldiers sent to keep
neither willing to put themselves out on a
him from taking the throne. Note: This book limb. But a fateful mistake changes all of
was previously published with another
that. When Neason is involved in a car
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accident, he's left without his sight.
he made one small mistake, and now he
Neason's anger and pain are out of control, has a pack member chasing after him,
and the only one that seems to be able to intent on mating him. If Djal doesn't
handle him is a man he never expected to figure out how to stop Julian's obsession
see again. When Neason's brother delivers with him, he just might strangle the man.
him from the hospital into Brody's hands,
Julian has lived through hell, more so
Neason's anger knows no bounds. But his
than most people know. When freedom
curiosity and need for what Brody can give
comes, Julian is still faced with people
him is more powerful than his rage. Neason
just doesn't know if he has the strength and out to harm him. The mere sight of the
courage to give up the control Brody seems big, strong beta makes Julian feel safer.
One night spent together convinces
to need from him, not when he doesn't
know if Brody wants to keep him. ** A Siren Julian that Djal would be the perfect
mate. He just has to catch Djal first.
Erotic Romance
Cowboy Easy [Blaecleah Brothers 1] Siren
Pub Incorporated
[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove
Collection: Erotic Romance, Contemporary,
Alternative, Shape-shifters, Fantasy,
Paranormal, MM, HEA] Elam Frazier was a
simple farmer with a simple life. He never
expected to find a dragon shifter hiding inside
of his barn. Dmitri was the High Commander
for a dragon prince and he takes his duty very
seriously. It didn't leave any room for love life,
but one night together changes all of that and
throws them into a dangerous situation that
threatens all they hold dear. Dmitri had been
raised from birth to do his duty and protect his
prince. It was a duty he would have until he
took his very last breath. When he has to take
his prince on the run to save his life, he
encounters a man that makes Dmitri rethink
his duty, and that could be very dangerous.
Warriors like him didn't get mates, but that
doesn't stop Dmitri from wishing Elam was his.
When the danger to his prince lands on Elam's
doorstep, Dmitri is put in a situation where he
has to choose between his duty and the man
he wants to keep at his side forever. There is
no possibility he can have both...or is there?
Stormy Glenn is a Siren-exclusive author.

When Djal discovers that someone is
abusing Julian, the protective streak he
tried so hard to control breaks free. It
goes way beyond what Djal knows he
should feel for a mere pack member,
and only by giving in to Julian can Djal
come to terms with the need growing
inside of him. But before Djal can save
Julian, he has to figure out who is after
him, and Julian isn't talking. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
Ella's Desire Siren-BookStrand
After 900 years together, Brody
declares he is leaving... While everyone
is mapping alternative worlds, meeting
new friends and exploring ways to use
time-travel instead of being terrified by
it, Brody tells Veris and Taylor their
marriage is over

Frisco James [Brac Village 7] Siren Pub
Incorporated
When James Killian comes out to his
father, he finds himself banished from his
home and fired from his job. His savior
comes in the unlikely form of Ethan
The Four Horsemen Siren-BookStrand
Whitehall, his older brother's best friend.
[Siren Classic ManLove: Erotic
Ethan has always had a soft spot where
Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, Jamie Killian was concerned, and he will
shape-shifters, HEA] Djal was just trying do whatever it takes to keep his new lover
to do his duty as beta of his pack when safe. PUBLISHER'S NOTE: This book
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contains explicit homoerotic sex that some
readers may find offensive.
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